
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OSHCsa held its second Mystery Bus Tour on Friday October 26th. The group of 30 OSHC Directors 
and educators visited five different OSHC services (plus one pub for lunch!) We find it’s a great way 
to inspire new ideas for our own services plus do a whole lot of networking! We visited a wonderful 
nature space/garden, an OSHC without rules and we were surprised at how many services housed 
fancy washing machines/dryers! The OSHC rooms were so diverse from purpose-built facilities to 
former houses and bakeries. OSHC people are so clever in making any space work! Thanks to St 
Anthony’s, Black Forest, Edwardstown, Concordia and Goodwood OSHC services for having us.  
We are planning a Hills tour next year plus another metropolitan one – let us know if you have 
suggested services or locations (and of course wineries or pubs for lunch). 
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Members of OSHCsa have recently met with the Education Minster, Education Standards Board and the 
SA Education Department to discuss making changes to the Regulations regarding the requirement in 
this state to continue to individually document children’s learning. 
 
There is a review of the NQF scheduled for 2019 and we were hoping to advocate for change – however 

this would be a long time off before any change was made. Our main issue is that we are unique and do 

not want to be considered to be like a preschool or early 

childhood service. In OSHC children’s attendances are 

highly casual, and they are interrupted by an educational 

program in the middle of the day (school). The educators 

have little non-contact time, they have other study or 

jobs to distract them and they are also highly casual in 

nature.  Plus school age children are a lot different to 

four year olds. 

Documenting children’s programs and learning is totally 

appropriate in OSHC, but not by doing the exact same 

documentation for each individual child. We believe OSHC professionals should be trained to 

assess/evaluate each child against the framework, identify which individual children need more 

personalised programs (in both groups and individually) and use the appropriate documentation and 

communication to progress this. Some children will require very little documentation and others will have 

a lot. But it should be the amount needed to get the outcomes – not documentation for the sake of it. 

However, if services are not demonstrating this through written documentation, there is little evidence 

for an assessor. And this is the problem – educators are doing the documentation for assessors, and not 

to enhance the quality of the service or its programs. Perhaps Assessors need to be better trained to 

listen to what the service personnel are saying, or perhaps service personnel need to be able to articulate 

it better, or possibly, and probably, both. 

OSHC data from ACECQA clearly shows SA has the lowest ratings for OSHC services nationwide. We have 

54% services rated Meeting or above, while Victoria has 82% of OSHC services rated Meeting or Above. 

Queensland is 77%, and New South Wales is 67%. The qualifications to work in an OSHC service in SA, are 

more demanding than many of the other states, yet we have the lowest ratings – why is this? 

Two of our OSHCsa Board Members (Alicia and Mandy) attended a two day NOSHSA meeting (National 

OSHC peak body meeting) and discovered other states do not seem to have the same assessment and 

rating issues that we have been having. Queensland and New South Wales report that their services are 

now more focused on feeding back into the planning cycle. Victoria and Western Australia (who still have 

individual programming) report that their assessors are looking at the overall programming cycle and 

asking educators to explain their process without demanding specific examples for each child. 

Interestingly, assessors in WA do not have to have (and are not likely to have) qualifications in Early 

Childhood. 

It seems we have trouble in this state getting OSHC valued, and treated as the unique entity we believe it 

is. What can we do to change this? One thing is – BE MORE VOCAL at forums. Stand up and say what you 

think – we all agree with you. If you don’t speak up regulators think it is all fine. 

Maybe the children’s voice might be more powerful – we are the only age group where children can 

articulate their own needs really well. We are encouraging services to document the children’s voice. You 
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can summarise the data, use it for your service policy on programming and documenting children’s 

learning, or send it to us (and you can keep it as evidence for your assessment visit ). 

Maybe ask your children the following questions: 

1. Do you like being photographed? 

2. Do you like the photos being displayed? 

3. Do you want to be observed and have notes written about what you say and what you do? 

Certainly, as a sector, we have decided dedicating time and resources to individual documentation just to 

allow one assessor to give us a good rating in one area is over rated. Getting rated ‘Working Towards’ is 

the new black! Embrace it and get on with what you are good at.  

 

 

Several services have been assessed and rated recently and have shared some issues 

which came up during assessment. We raised some of these issues with assessors at an Education 

Standards Board Forum held at Aberfoyle Campus OSHC in October. Below is a summary of the issues 

and the response from the Education Standards Board. 

Sun Safe Policies and Practices 
Two services reported that they missed an element because, although they applied sun block, they did 

not wait 20 minutes before going outside. Mel Watson from the Education Standards Board (ESB) has 

said that this is because their practice was inconsistent with their service policy. These services 

apparently stated that they will abide by the Cancer Council guidelines regarding sun blocking. While this 

is perhaps best practice, it also refers to waiting 20 minutes after sun blocking before going outside. 

Food from home 
Children were bringing food from home and eating it at OSHC (a choc chip muffin and muesli bar). Mel 

has reported this was once again because of inconsistent practice with service policy. The policy 

reportedly said that children were not allowed to bring food/snacks from home to eat in OSHC. 

We would recommend that all services review all their policies and ensure they are consistent with their 

CURRENT practices, particularly regarding sun protection. Some services have also reported that some 

families have requested that their children do not wear sun screen for health reasons. The service can 

insist that these children take other sun protection measures such as long sleeves and broad rim hats and 

ask the families to put their request in writing regarding not using sun screen. Make sure you have all this 

documented in your policy and you abide by your policy. 

 

Happy Holidays 
From all at OSHCsa we wish you a safe and Merry Christmas and 

hope all goes well during vacation care! 

 

Assessment Issues.… 


